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Introducing the Herzberg HG-5560: Retracting Aluminum Telescopic Ladder - 5.60M, a practical and robust ladder that
meets the EN131 standard. Crafted from Aerospace Engineered 6061 alloy with a smooth anodized finish, this ladder
guarantees durability and toughness for any task. Weighing only 19.50kg, it's lightweight and easy to transport, making it the
perfect companion for any job. With a width of just 54cm, it takes up minimal space and fits effortlessly in your car
compartment, ensuring convenience wherever you go. Designed with ergonomics in mind, this foldable and compact ladder
is ideal for industrial, commercial, and home use.

Each section of the ladder can be locked independently, providing adjustable heights for every situation. The elastomer
suspensions ensure stability and balance on various terrains, even in rugged conditions. The smart mechanism securely
closes the retracted ladder, allowing for a smooth descent. Safety is a top priority, and this ladder's locking system operates



effortlessly and securely.

Versatile and reliable, the Herzberg HG-5560 is your go-to tool for changing light bulbs, painting walls, cleaning windows,
and even reaching difficult spots like gutters. Its multi-purpose design includes a heavy-duty trestle ladder and multiple angle
options, making it adaptable to various tasks. The ladder extends and locks by the foot with an easy no-pinch closure system,
providing practicality and ease of use.

Crafted from aerospace engineered 6061 alloy, this ladder is both versatile and affordable, offering unbeatable value for
money. The specialized non-slip molded foot ensures stability and security during use. Additionally, the smart locking
system and stabilizer bar provide solid support, making it suitable for both industrial and home applications.

Transportation is hassle-free with the integrated carrying handle, and the ladder can be securely stored using the heavy-duty
closure strap. With a maximum height of 5.60m and a 150 kg weight capacity, this ladder caters to various needs. It is the
ultimate solution for professional contractors, handymen, and DIY enthusiasts alike.

Experience convenience and efficiency with the Herzberg HG-5560: Retracting Aluminum Telescopic Ladder - 5.60M. Take
on any challenge with ease and complete your tasks safely and effectively. Whether it's for industrial purposes or home use,
this ladder is your dependable partner. Shop now and unlock new heights of productivity and success!

 

 

 

Features:

Industry-Standard Design: The Herzberg HG-5560 is a telescoping ladder built to meet industry standards, ensuring
reliability and performance for various tasks. Multi-Purpose Heavy Duty Ladder: This ladder is versatile and suitable for a
wide range of applications, making it ideal for both professional contractors and DIY enthusiasts. Multiple Angle Trestle
Ladder: With its multiple angle options, this ladder offers flexibility for different tasks and working environments. Very
Stable, Robust, and Safe: Designed for stability and safety, the ladder provides a secure platform for various tasks at
different heights. Easy No-Pinch Closure System: Extending and locking the ladder by the foot is effortless and user-
friendly, making it quick and convenient to set up. Aerospace Engineered 6061 Alloy: Crafted from high-quality aluminum
alloy, the ladder is lightweight yet durable, ensuring long-lasting performance. Versatile and Affordable: The Herzberg
HG-5560 offers unbeatable value for money, combining versatility and affordability in one package. Lightweight and Easy
to Store: Weighing just 19.50kg, this ladder is easy to carry and store, making it a practical choice for various tasks.
Specialized Non-Slip Molded Foot: The ladder's non-slip foot ensures stability and prevents accidents during use. Smart
Locking System Design: The ladder's locking mechanism is intelligently designed for secure operation and user safety.
Stabilizer Bar for Solid Support: The stabilizer bar enhances stability and provides additional support for confident ladder
use. Integrated Carrying Handle: The built-in handle allows for easy transportation and portability of the ladder. Heavy-
Duty Closure Strap: For convenient storage and secure closure, the ladder features a heavy-duty strap. Suitable for
Industrial and Home Use: From industrial work to household chores, this ladder is a reliable companion for various
applications.

 

 

Specification: 

Brandname: Herzberg Model: HG-5560 Color: Silver Material: Airplane Grade Aluminium Alloy (6061) Maximum Height:
5.60 meters Minimum Height (Retracted): 1.01 meters Number of Steps: 17 Step Interval: 30 cm Distance Between Steps:
300mm Maximum Weight Capacity: 150 kg Product Weight: 19.50 kg Width (When Collapsed): 54 cm Extended Width (at
Base): 47 cm Safety Certification: EN131 Standard Locking Mechanism: Smart Locking System Built-in Stabilizer Bar: Yes



Non-slip Molded Feet: Yes Integrated Carrying Handle: Yes Heavy-duty Closure Strap: Yes Smooth Descent: Yes Versatile
Use: Suitable for industrial, commercial, and home applications Easy Storage: Compact design allows for convenient storage
in limited spaces Secure Footing: Non-slip molded feet provide stable support on various surfaces Easy Transportation:
Integrated carrying handle for effortless mobility Secure and Stable: Elastomer suspensions ensure stable construction and
balance on different terrains

EAN : 5404035003046

ISBN : 76169990

Weight : 21.00 Kg

Volume : 0.11220 m3

(L x l x H) : 22.00 cm x 53.00 cm x 105.00 cm

Box 1  units

Pallet 14  (Units)

Box dimensions 22cm x 53cm x 105cm
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